Validation of StrabisPIX, a Mobile Application for Home Measurement of Ocular Alignment
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Purpose: StrabisPIX is a smartphone application that allows clinicians to prescribe a series of self-obtained images of head position and eye alignment in nine positions of gaze that are uploaded onto a secure platform for clinician review. This study evaluates the clinical utility of this application.

Methods: In this prospective, nonmasked, cross-sectional study, 30 strabismus patients aged ≥2 years were evaluated. Participants received standardized instructions, used StrabisPIX to obtain images as prompted, and completed a satisfaction survey. During the same visit, an orthoptist obtained standard clinical images with a professional camera. All 60 image sets were evaluated by three observers.

Results: StrabisPIX image quality was similar to that of clinic photographs. Clinic photographs had significantly higher acceptability for horizontal versions (81% vs. 67%), vertical versions (76% vs. 60%), and head posture (93% vs. 81%). Abnormalities were detected at a similar rate for versions, head posture, eyelid position, and pupil size. StrabisPIX had significantly higher detection of alignment abnormalities (89% vs. 77% for clinical photos). Interrater/intrarater agreements were moderate to high (κ = 0.44–1.00) for all parameters except pupil abnormality, which had poor to fair agreement. Most patients reported that StrabisPIX was easy to learn and use.

Conclusions: Overall, StrabisPIX images had similar quality and were as useful as images obtained in the clinic in detecting abnormalities.

Translational Relevance: The StrabisPIX application will enhance the use of telemedicine by allowing physicians to prescribe self-obtained images documenting strabismus.

Introduction

Strabismus affects up to 3.6% of the population, and early recognition and intervention can optimize outcomes. The gold-standard diagnosis of strabismus includes assessment of ocular motility combined with prism-and-cover measurement of deviations in various positions of gaze. Unfortunately, not all patients have access to expert care of strabismus, and ongoing management may pose difficulties with the logistics of travel, scheduling, and time out of work. With the increasing availability of smartphones, some clinicians and families try to expedite care by using handheld devices to generate self-obtained images and forward to clinicians via text message or email for review; however, these images are often incomplete and out of focus, and they may not be compliant with privacy regulations. Patients rarely understand the concept of obtaining images in nine gaze positions, and when they do, the received images must be manually formatted into a 3 × 3 grid prior to review.

To address these concerns, we collaborated with the Boston Children’s Hospital (BCH) Innovation and Digital Health Accelerator (IDHA) to develop
StrabisPIX, a smartphone application that guides patients through the process of obtaining images of their ocular alignment in nine positions of gaze as well as any preferred head position. The patient (or a family member or friend) follows a smartphone-guided, step-by-step process to take photographs of the eyes in a structured manner (These steps are outlined in Supplementary Figs. S1A, S1B). These photographs are then formatted in a panel of nine images and transmitted to their ophthalmologist using a HIPAA-compliant mechanism that is integral to the application. (A sample of the clinician dashboard is provided in Fig. 1A.) The clinical concept underlying the application was to allow for home-based, qualitative assessment of ocular motility to be reviewed by a clinician to make decisions about triage related to current or prospective patients with known or suspected strabismus. We therefore wished to determine how effectively this or similar technology can be applied once it is in the hands of patients.

The purpose of this study is to assess objectively the quality and interpretability of StrabisPIX-generated images and to characterize the patient and clinician assessment of the usability of the technology. [The application may be previewed by downloading from http://bit.ly/StrabisPIXi (Apple) or http://bit.ly/StrabisPIXa (Android) and logging in using email strabispixtest@childrens.harvard.edu and access code 038514. (Note that images obtained using this account will, if submitted for review, be forwarded to the senior author.)]

Patients and Methods

Study Design

This is a prospective clinical study comparing the quality of ocular alignment images taken by patients using the StrabisPIX application with professional strabismus photographs obtained using a digital SLR camera in the ophthalmology clinic at BCH to characterize the potential clinical utility of this new application. The primary outcome of this study is the clinical diagnostic quality of the images obtained by StrabisPIX; the secondary outcome is the acceptability of clinical assessment to detect suspected specific ocular abnormalities when present.

Selection and Recruitment of Patients

Patients were prospectively recruited during routine ophthalmology clinic visits at BCH. Patients aged 2 years and above who had a diagnosis of strabismus qualified for inclusion in the study. The family must have had access to a smartphone. Patients who were unable or unwilling to follow instructions to fixate on targets in different directions were excluded. A sample size of 30 was selected.

This research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from the caregiver or patient, as appropriate. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of BCH and was compliant with the United States Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. A StrabisPIX study brochure was provided to subjects at the beginning of the clinic visit and was used to help them learn about the study and decide whether they wished to participate.

Baseline data collected from patient’s medical record during enrollment included age, sex, diagnosis of strabismus, angle of deviation, history and type of strabismus surgery, and presence of any co-existing ocular diagnoses.

Enrollment and Training of Patients

Enrolled patients underwent a standard eye examination as part of the scheduled visit, including visual acuity, ocular fixation preference, and angle of deviation. Strabismus measurements were obtained in the eye clinic for all patients using the alternate prism-and-cover test at 1/3 m without correction. Ductions and versions were assessed per standard clinical practice. Professional eye alignment photographs were obtained using the BCH standard protocol for obtaining clinical images for strabismus, which includes an initial “head-and-shoulders” photograph to evaluate head position followed by close-up images of the eyes in the nine diagnostic positions of gaze. The latter nine images were manually formatted using Q-Image software (http://www.ddisoftware.com/qimage-u/) and converted to a PDF document. A representative set of clinical images is provided in Figure 1B.

For the StrabisPIX images, subjects were provided with a link to download the application along with a unique access code. Family members were asked to obtain eye-alignment images in a private examination room during the office visit prior to pupil dilation. If this was not possible, images were obtained from home and submitted to the research team members using the application. Once the images were submitted, the application formatted and uploaded the images to the StrabisPIX dashboard, deleted all images from the smartphone, and notified the research coordinator that the dashboard images were
available for review. A representative set of StrabisPIX images from the same patient shown in Figure 1B is provided in Figure 1C.

After using the application, subjects completed a StrabisPIX Patient Satisfaction Survey (Fig. 2). The patient experience was self-evaluated in eight categories on a scale from 1 to 10.

### Assessment of Quality of the Images

Once the determined number of images had been collected, the research coordinator printed each image set onto a single sheet of paper using a color laser printer. Anonymized image sets were then shuffled and placed into a binder for assessment.
Three professional readers (two ophthalmologists and one orthoptist) were provided with the image binder for scoring. A StrabisPIX Clinician Assessment form (Fig. 3) was used to ensure all readers followed the same criteria for evaluating the images. Images were assessed for head posture, binocular alignment, horizontal and vertical versions, eyelid position, and pupil size. The grading scale of clinical diagnostic quality of the images (grading score 1–5) was defined as “acceptable” (excellent [5] or good [4]) and “not acceptable” (fair [3]/poor [2]/unacceptable [1]).

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software to assess each aspect of image quality (as determined by questionnaires), intrarater agreement (calculated among three raters), and patient satisfaction (as determined by survey responses). Generalized estimating equations population-averaged model was performed to compare the results of professional grading of clinical diagnostic quality of the images between StrabisPIX images and clinic images. The grading scale of clinical diagnostic quality of the images (grading score 1–5) was defined as “acceptable” (excellent [5] or good [4]) and “not acceptable” (fair [3]/poor [2]/unacceptable [1]). Statistical significance was defined at \( P < 0.05 \). Cohen’s \( \kappa \) statistical analysis was used to test interrater and intrarater reliability to determine the consistency among the three readers. The strength of agreement (\( \kappa \)) was interpreted as follows: poor agreement (\( \kappa < 0 \)), slight agreement (\( \kappa = 0.00–0.20 \)), fair agreement (\( \kappa = 0.21–0.40 \)), moderate agreement (\( \kappa = 0.41–0.60 \)), substantial agreement (\( \kappa = 0.61–0.80 \)), and almost perfect agreement (\( \kappa = 0.81–1.00 \)).

Results

The study population (Supplementary Table S1) included 30 strabismus patients (18 males, 12 females, aged range 3 to 81 years [mean, 31.3 years]). Of these, 12 (40%) had an intermittent strabismus (six with intermittent exotropia, five with intermittent esotropia, and one with intermittent hypertropia). Complex strabismus was present in two patients (6.7%), including one with third nerve palsy and one with Duane retraction syndrome (Figs. 1B, 1C). The angle of deviation was \( \leq 10 \) PD in six patients (20%). A total of 60 ocular alignment images (30 StrabisPIX images and 30 formatted clinical photo sets) were provided to reviewers.

Image quality was similar between StrabisPIX images and clinic images in terms of focus, field of view, ocular alignment, eyelid position, and pupil size abnormality. However, clinic images had a significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) higher rate of acceptability for horizontal versions (67% StrabisPIX vs. 81% clinic images), vertical versions (60% vs. 76%), and head posture (81% vs. 93%) (Fig. 4A).

Intrarater agreements ranged from moderate to almost perfect (\( \kappa = 0.49–1.00 \)) for all parameters except pupil size abnormality, which had fair agreement (\( \kappa = 0.23 \)) (Fig. 4B). Interrater agreements were moderate to almost perfect (\( \kappa = 0.44–1.00 \)) for all parameters except pupil size abnormality, which had poor to fair agreement (\( \kappa = 0.01–0.31 \)) (Fig. 4C). Abnormalities were detected at a similar rate for horizontal and vertical versions, head posture, eyelid position, and pupil size; however, alignment abnormalities were detected at a significantly higher rate in the StrabisPIX images (89% vs. 77%); \( P < 0.05 \). All other assessments were similar in the two groups (Fig. 4D).

Overall, patients were satisfied with the experience of using StrabisPIX (Fig. 5). The parents of one 3-year-old subject stated that although their child seemed too anxious to fully cooperate for imaging (or strabismus measurements) in the clinic, once the child returned home they were able to obtain images with the StrabisPIX application. In addition, one 12-year-old child with intermittent exotropia happened to have good control during the office visit, with no strabismus manifest in clinical images, but the family repeated the StrabisPIX images at home when the deviation was manifest.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Image quality</strong></th>
<th><strong>Grading scale of clinical diagnostic quality of the images (score 1-5)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Acceptable</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excellent (5)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Good (4)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Focus</strong></td>
<td>All images perfectly focused, Lighting is even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Field of view (Able to assess head position; images of both eyes included in all frames.)</strong></td>
<td>-Directions of gaze are all correct. -Easy to assess head position; images of both eyes included in all frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Ability to assess ocular alignment</strong></td>
<td>Easy to determine whether suspected ocular alignment abnormality is present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Ability to assess horizontal versions</strong></td>
<td>-Directions of gaze are all correct. -Easy to determine whether suspected horizontal versions abnormality is present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Ability to assess vertical versions</strong></td>
<td>-Directions of gaze are all correct. -Easy to determine whether suspected vertical versions abnormality is present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Ability to assess head posture</strong></td>
<td>Preferred head posture well depicted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Ability to assess eyelid position</strong></td>
<td>Easy to determine whether suspected eyelid position abnormality is present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Ability to assess pupil size</strong></td>
<td>Easy to determine whether suspected pupil size abnormality is present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.** StrabisPIX Clinician Assessment form.
The StrabisPIX application was designed in an effort to reduce barriers to quality healthcare by allowing clinicians to “prescribe” an imaging protocol that could then be carried out by the patient with the assistance of a smartphone. It allows patients or parents to obtain images of head position and eye alignment in nine positions of gaze and upload these onto a secure platform for clinician review. We are not aware of any similar patient-facing applications, though at least one clinician tool facilitating image formatting in nine positions is available (http://bit.ly/9Gaze).

Other studies have evaluated the quality and accuracy of photographs in an effort to document and quantify strabismus. In the office, the clinician views the eyes with a coaxial light source to qualitatively assess strabismus by evaluating the relative centration of the corneal light reflexes. Ideally, photographs that document strabismus in primary position should exactly reproduce this familiar image. Hunter et al. evaluated the centration of the corneal light reflex of the flash relative to the camera lens and proposed that the flash unit be held adjacent to, and directly below, the camera lens, with the subject fixating on a target placed one fifth of the distance from the center of the flash to the center of the camera lens. This positioning is not required with a smartphone, where the flash is generally in close proximity to the lens. Others have evaluated the
sensitivity and specificity of corneal light reflex centration for determining the presence of strabismus in the context of vision screening, including the use of deep neural networks to achieve automated strabismus detection. Our goal, however, was not to automate strabismus detection in populations but to allow for qualitative assessment of motility and alignment in self-obtained images to facilitate triage or ongoing evaluation of patients with suspected or known strabismus.

In this study, we demonstrate that images obtained by patients were similar in quality and clinical utility to those obtained using a 35-mm SLR digital camera by a professional. Patients and family members generally found the application easy to use, and in two cases, the ability to obtain images at home may have allowed for superior imaging. Interrater/intrarater agreements were moderate to high (κ = 0.44–1.00) for all parameters except pupil abnormality, which had poor to fair agreement. The variability in pupil assessment could be a result of variability in illumination provided by the camera; while patients were encouraged to keep the flash on for all images, some were bothered by the flash and turned it off to facilitate photography. Pupil size anomalies are generally easier to detect with lighter iris color, especially when lighting is suboptimal.

Our study does have some important limitations. Because of the distinctive nature of the output of the StrabisPIX application and the clinical photographs, it was not possible to mask clinicians/readers as to the source of the images. This may have allowed for bias in scoring, though we tried to mitigate this using multiple readers. The study is also limited in its generalizability; specifically, we enrolled only cooperative patients to determine feasibility of this concept. Hence, the elimination of uncooperative patients and the use of this device in an office environment may not necessarily apply to how it would be used in general practice. In general, we have found that young children, especially those under the age of 3, are unable to cooperate sufficiently to allow successful image acquisition in all gaze directions.

This is not intended to be used as a vision screening tool, therefore we did not attempt to assess the accuracy of the application for detecting intermittent versus constant deviations or microstrabismus. The intent is to allow a clinician to understand within a particular clinical context how to determine the timing of follow-up and which resources to devote to future in-person evaluation; the focus of the study was on usability and a qualitative approach to whether the application would be useful for triage (e.g., “When should this patient come into the clinic,
and what resources will be required for the evaluation?”). We did not attempt to correlate the size or nature of the abnormality with detection, nor to assess the sensitivity or specificity of detecting particular abnormalities. While the StrabisPIX application is available to all patients, the dashboard providing access to images is currently available only to clinicians at BCH.

Overall, StrabisPIX allowed clinicians to prescribe a sequence of images that were obtained by patients but had image quality comparable to those obtained in the office. Patients reported good satisfaction with the experience, and clinicians in the study found the images useful for detecting abnormalities in ocular motility and alignment. The concept of self-obtained, clinician-prescribed imaging could be extended to other specialties such as craniofacial surgery, where sequences of staged images at a single point in time are of diagnostic value. The concept of HIPAA-compliant images provided and managed via a dashboard that interacts with the electronic health record to allow appropriate documentation and follow-up could be extended even to the acquisition of single images. While photographs are no substitute for an in-person clinical examination, applications such as StrabisPIX will provide clinicians with images that may supplement other forms of telemedicine. Such innovative mobile software can improve access to care in remote settings, enhance the patient care experience, and provide clinicians additional clinical data when an in-person examination is not feasible.
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